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1. Introduction

Recent developments in areal topography measurement have
enabled the fast acquisition of high-density surface datasets,
allowing the reconstruction of detailed three-dimensional digital
models of surface topography. There are a number of industrially
recognised optical technologies for areal topography measurement;
confocal microscopy (CM) [1], coherence scanning interferometry
(CSI) [2] and focus variation (FV) microscopy [3] being the most
prominent. Optical areal measurement technologies are becoming
increasingly accepted alongside conventional profile measurement
via contact stylus [4]. Recent work has also shown X-ray computed
tomography (XCT) to be capable of capturing topographical
information at scales approaching those captured by the optical
methods [5,6].

Surface topographies produced by selective laser melting (SLM)
of metals are highly complex [7–11], featuring relevant topograph-
ic detail at multiple scales, with a mixture of high and low aspect-
ratio formations, high slopes, undercuts and deep recesses, in
particular for lower-density builds. Surfaces also often feature
non-uniform optical properties due to local oxidisation effects and
the presence of complex micro-scale topographic patterns. SLM
surfaces are typically highly challenging for any type of areal
measurement technology, optical or non-optical [12].

Preliminary work performed by the authors on the measurement

mostly qualitative standpoint [13]. Differences between rec
structed topographic details sometimes appear to be of the sa
orderof magnitude as the topographic features being investigate
some instances, the overall shape of a topographic featur
reconstructed in an entirely different manner depending on 

measurement technology: small recesses may become protrusi
while regular hemispheric shapes (e.g. spatter particles) may app
as completely irregular [13]. The problem of assessing 

metrological performance of the available optical, areal measu
ment technologies is as of yet unsolved. Little is currently kno
abouthowtoquantifyandcorrectbias intopographicreconstruct
or how to evaluate the associated uncertainty [14]. Resea
regarding the use of XCT for topographical measurement is e
more in its infancy. Even for dimensional characterisation tasks, 

measurement is generally hampered by numerous challenges [
A significant part of the problem of assessing the measurem

error associated with the different technologies is the lack 

traceable reference measurement. For complex topography, 

only technology that can be relatively easily employed a
reference is profile measurement via contact stylus [12]. Howe
the problem of how to reliably relocate profile data measured 

stylus onto areal topography data remains unsolved. Even in
case of successful relocation, the relocated profile only all
comparison with the cross-section of the areal topography data
and it is often not convenient to cover a large measured area w
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Selective laser melting (SLM) of metals produces surface topographies that are challenging to meas
Multiple areal surface topography measurement technologies are available, which allow reconstruc
of information rich, three-dimensional digital surface models. However, the capability of s
technologies to capture intricate topographic details of SLM parts has not yet been investigated. 

work explores the topography of a SLM Ti6Al4V part, as reconstructed from measurements by var
optical and non-optical technologies. Discrepancies in the reconstruction of local topographic feature
investigated through alignment and quantitative assessment of local differences. ISO 25178-2 a
texture parameters are computed as further comparison indicators.
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multiple stylus profiles due to the large amount of time require
scan multiple profiles at sufficient spatial resolution.

In the absence of a reliable reference to assess measurem
error in areal topography data, it is still possible to compare sur
measurements in terms of agreement and disagreement. T
approach has been recently attempted for injection moul
replicates of nickel transfer standards, although compari
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sed solely on the observation of texture parameters [16]. Tex-
 parameters are important, and represent the only method
ently used by the design and manufacturing communities to
ribe topographies. Efforts are, therefore, justified in providing
sures of agreement and disagreement in terms of texture
meters. However, only comparative analysis of reconstructed
graphies allows for acquisition of an understanding as to why
ulated parameters differ.
n this work, the surface of an SLM sample is acquired with
tiple topography measurement instruments. Topographies are
cated for the purpose of direct, quantitative comparison of
nstructed local features. Areal texture parameters are also
puted and discrepancies discussed, starting from the differ-
s observed in the reconstructed topographies.

ethodology

Sample

 (20 � 20 � 20) mm Ti6Al4V cubic artefact, manufactured
g SLM with a Renishaw AM 250, was used as the test case. A
ion of the top surface (orthogonal to the building direction)

 considered, located near the cube edges to facilitate relocation.
surface was not post-processed so as to preserve the typical
graphic features generated by SLM.

Measurement set-ups

our commercial measurement instruments were used, each
esentative of a relevant measurement technology (CM, FV, CSI
XCT). Instrument names have been redacted to prevent direct
parison of commercial instruments. The sample was measured
e times consecutively with each instrument, with no re-
ring between measurements, constant set-up parameters, and
rolled temperature environments (CM: � 0.1 �C, CSI and
� 1 �C, XCT: � 0.2 �C). The following set-ups were adopted:

: 20� objective lens (NA 0.6, field of view—FoV (0.64 � 0.64)
m); lateral resolution (pixel width) 0.625 mm; lateral resolution
ptical limit): 0.12 mm; measured area: (2.9 � 2.9) mm, stitched;
I: 20� objective at 1� zoom (NA 0.4, FoV (0.42 � 0.42) mm)
eral resolution (pixel width) 0.409 mm; lateral resolution
ptical limit): 0.71 mm; measured area: (3.4 � 3.4) mm, stitched;
: 20� objective lens (NA 0.4, FoV (0.81 � 0.81) mm) lateral
solution (pixel width) 0.439 mm; lateral resolution (optical
it): 0.88 mm; ring light illumination [17]; measured area:

.7 � 3.7), stitched;
T: geometric magnification of 42.6� leading to a voxel size of
9 mm, 3142 X-ray projections (formed from averaging of two
posures per projection, each lasting 2 s); tube voltage 150 kV;
rrent 30 mA; 1 mm copper pre-filter. Data were reconstructed

 the manufacturer’s proprietary software, using no beam
rdening correction. Surfaces (triangulated meshes) were
termined in VGStudio MAX 3.0 [18] from volumetric data,
ing the maximum gradient method [19].

he chosen set-ups for each instrument represent the results of
-practice acquired by the authors in the measurement of SLM
aces [13]. Results discussed below may vary as a function of

analysis [21]) to the z-axis. The result was exported as an STL and
imported into MountainsMap [22] where it was raster-scanned
into a height map. The spatial resolution for scanning is
automatically determined by MountainsMap, to match the point
density of the original triangulated mesh.

2.3.2. Relocation and extraction
Topography datasets were aligned in MountainsMap through

rigid transformations (rotation and translation), by application of
marker-based, algorithmic alignment (coarse), followed by cross
correlation-based, global algorithmic alignment [23] (fine, to
compensate for small misalignments caused by marker misplace-
ment in coarse alignment). At this stage, a scaling error was
recognised in the CM data and a scaling correction factor was
applied, obtained by maximising alignment to other datasets. A
region (2.5 � 2.5) mm wide was extracted from each of the aligned
datasets. The size of the region was chosen to ensure topographic
significance of the sample, consistent with previous work [8].

2.3.3. Detailed comparison of topographies
Cross-sectional profiles were extracted from the aligned regions.

For any given cross-section, this amounts to three profile replicates
per instrument, for a total of twelve profiles. For each cross-section,
profiles were resampled along the horizontal axis (x) by linear
interpolation, at the frequency corresponding to the highest lateral
resolution in the original datasets so as to allow comparison whilst
retaining as much of the measured information as possible. At each x
position, the three values of each triplicate were used to generate a
confidenceinterval (CI)of the localmean at95% confidence,usinga t-
distributionwith two degrees of freedom (DoF), assuming normality
and an absence of spatial correlation. The CIs were computed for all x
coordinates to obtain a mean profile and CI bands for each
instrument. Discrepancy between instruments was computed as a
percentage of the profile length where CIs do not overlap. Stitchingof
multiple datasets in optical measurement was used to obtain
suitable coverage width, whilst ensuring high lateral resolution.
However, it should be noted that stitching introduces uncharac-
terised effects in CI evaluation, due to stage repeatability and
algorithmic stitching errors.

2.3.4. Texture parameter computation
The following areal texture parameters were considered from

ISO 25178-2: Sa, Sq, Ssk, Sku and Sal [24]. Parameters were
computed on surfaces where only an F-operator was applied (the
F-set), and on scale-limited surfaces (the SL-set). The F-operator
consisted of subtraction of a least-squares mean plane. To achieve
bandwidth-matching [25] in the SL-set, an S-filter with a 6.29 mm
cut-off (based on a grid of 4 � 4 pixels in the lowest resolution
dataset) and an L-filter with a 0.8 mm cut-off (a common filter
used to separate roughness and waviness [26]) were adopted.

Parameter values computed for each dataset were aggregated by
instrument type, and used to construct CIs of the mean at 95%
confidence, based on t-distributions. Agreements and discrepancies
for parameter pairs were computed by comparing confidence
intervals.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of reconstructed topographies
Table 1
Profile discrepancy between instrument pairs.

CM/CSI CM/FV CM/XCT CSI/FV CSI/XCT FV/XCT

Discrepancy % 51.7 61.9 48.5 57.4 42.9 48.8
rent measurement set-ups (magnification, illumination, etc.).

Data processing

. Data preparation
M, CSI and FV measurements generated height maps useable
heir native forms. Triangulated meshes extracted from XCT
metric data were converted into height maps. For the
ersion, each original mesh was exported from VGStudio

 in STL format, imported into Meshlab [20] and oriented by
ing the surface normal (obtained via principal components
Fig. 1 provides a qualitative overview of how the different
instruments render the same topography. Fig. 2aa shows twelve
profiles obtained by cutting the aligned topographies in the same
cross-sectioning plane. Fig. 2b shows a portion of the same cross-



; (b)
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Fig. 1. Reconstructed portions of aligned topographies (top views, height-based colouring); (a) CM; (b) CSI; (c) FV; (d) XCT.

Fig. 2. Profile comparison; (a) twelve profiles (three for each instrument) obtained from cross-sectioning along the diagonal of the (2.5 � 2.5) mm aligned topographies
portion of the same cross-section: mean profiles and estimated CIs.
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Fig. 3. CIs for the texture parameters computed on the F and SL sets.
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section where means and CIs are calculated for each set of profiles.
Table 1 shows the discrepancy between instrument pairs, (as a
percentage of the profile length where CIs do not intersect)
computed on the cross-section displayed in Fig. 2a.

3.2. Comparison of texture parameters

Fig. 3 shows the CI plots for the texture parameters computed
on the F-set, and SL-set respectively.
4. Discussion

The overall discrepancy of local topographic reconstruc
(Table 1) is obviously higher for those instruments with narro
CIs, i.e. better repeatability (Fig. 2b). Most local topograp
differences are located in difficult to measure regions such
recesses and high slopes. While some spikes can be recogn
through outlier detection, this is not possible for erroneo
reconstructed, wider regions (e.g. a hill instead of a recess � see
and FV in Fig. 2b). Deep recesses are also more challenging
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cal technologies, particularly FV, which requires sufficient
cted light to compute contrast. Most areas where topographic
nstructions are in disagreement are marked by a significant
ease of the CIs, suggesting that CIs from replicates may become
ul indicators of local measurement reliability.
hen examining texture parameters (Fig. 3), the same trends are
rved in the F and SL sets, meaning that the removal of very high
ial frequencies (S-filter) does not significantly affect the
ormance differences between measurement technologies (al-
gh shifts in values are observed between the F and SL sets).
rall, XCT parameter results are most frequently the least
atable (larger CIs), although FV data sometimes exhibit similarly

 repeatability. The scarce ability of FV to capture deep recesses is
rmed by the Ssk and Sku parameters combined, which also
rm the increased suitability of XCT for measurement of these

ures as observed on cross-section profiles. The most conven-
al type of “roughness” assessment, i.e. via the Sa and Sq
meters(analogous tothe RaandRq ISO 4287 profile parameters),
s similar results for CM and CSI, with the XCT means coarsely

ted in the same region. Again, FV shows the largest discrepancy,
ntially because of poorer capture of smaller scale peaks and pits.
Sal parameter confirms differences in the spatial frequencies
ured by each instrument, even within the bandwidth-matched
rval: FV generates the highest Sal parameter confirming the
inance of larger wavelength topographic components. CSI and

 are the technologies that appear the most capable of acquiring
er-frequency topographic content, although Fig. 1 seems to
cate that in the case of XCT, such content may actually be noise.
he results discussed until this point illustrate a few interesting
ts. Firstly, though texture parameters can be used to quantify
rences between areal topography measurement instruments,
n it comes to interpreting such results, the investigation of the
ed, reconstructed topographies is essential in order to provide
rmation as to why specific results are obtained. The problem of
rate alignment and comparison of topographies becomes
ntial, with many currently unsolved challenges. Alignment is
cultinthepresenceofmeasurementerrorwhichcanbeaslargeas
topographic features of interest. Alignment results may be
roved by replacing global alignment algorithms (such as cross-
elation) with selective alignment solutions based on maximising
overlap of those regions that have remained the most invariant
ss measurements. In turn, alignment error heavily affects
stical modelling, e.g. by unnaturally increasing the width of
Is. Evenwith ideal alignment, a more statistically sound process
eneratingmeanprofilesandCIswouldincludespatialcorrelation
ts, and some type of correction for simultaneous estimation of
tiple CIs (e.g. Bonferroni). Both the alignment and statistical
elling problems are made more difficult by the need to handle
l data (i.e.z = f(x,y) formulations), asopposedto profiles(z = f(x)).

onclusions and outlook

 quantitative comparison of areal topography measurement
M, CSI, FV and XCT technologies was performed through
ysis of agreement/discrepancy of aligned topographies (pro-
) and the computation of areal texture parameters. Because of
limited number of samples and set-ups investigated, the
parison should not be taken as an aid to select the most
opriate technology to measure SLM surfaces in general.

surface topography repeatability as defined in ISO 25178 (parts
603–606). It would also be interesting to see if the two results
could be integrated to improve understanding of the behaviour and
performance of complex surface topography measurement.
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